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Structure, Governance and Management
Surfers Against Sewage (SAS) is a charitable company limited by guarantee, incorporated on 20th April 1994, and
registered as a charity on 13th February 2012. It is governed by Articles of Association, having been amended by special
resolution by Trustees registered at Companies House on 4th January 2012. In the event of the company being wound up
the members are required to contribute an amount not exceeding £1.
Recruitment and Appointment of Trustees
The management of the Charity is vested in the Trustees who, elected by the membership, act in a voluntary capacity.
The number of Trustees must always be the same as the number of Members. Members are individuals whose names
are recorded as company members in the Charity’s statutory registers.
A wide range of professional skills is represented amongst the Trustees including charitable, conservation, environmental
consultancy, journalism, communications and legal expertise.
SAS Board of Trustees conducts regular discussions of any skills gaps and how these might be filled.
New Trustees are sought by existing Members approaching individuals to offer themselves for election.
There are 11 Trustees in post as at 31st December 2016.
Trustee Induction & Training
Trustees are directed to useful information on their duties and responsibilities through the Charity Commission website.
They also receive SAS’s Articles of Association, the latest financial statements and relevant materials including Pipeline
magazine. Many Trustees also have regular contact with the executive team at SAS to help them in their duties and
interaction with SAS.

Surfers Against Sewage
Surfers Against Sewage

Unit 2, Wheal Kitty Workshops, St. Agnes, TR5 0RD.
Email: info@sas.org.uk

Telephone: 01872 553001
Website – www.sas.org.uk

Facebook - www.facebook.com/SurfersAgainstSewage
Twitter - @sascampaigns

Instagram - www.instagram.com/surfersagainstsewage
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The charity’s
objectives are:

To undertake and promote for the benefit of the public the conservation, protection, improvement and
ecologically sustainable management of the marine environment including associated land, shoreline and
structures.
To advance the education of the public in the conservation, protection, improvement and ecologically
sustainable management of the marine environment including associated land, shoreline and structures.

To achieve
our aims SAS:
Influences governments on key issues affecting oceans, beaches and recreational water users and policies
needed to deliver a cleaner and safer marine environment.
Creates volunteering opportunities for individuals and communities to be involved with activities to safeguard
our seas, coastlines and beaches.
Educates communities on the achievable, sustainable solutions, which can help protect our waves, oceans
and beaches.

Challenges industry to adopt better standards to protect our coastal environment.
Promotes scientific, economic and health evidence to support calls for a cleaner and safer marine
environment.
Informs the general public about issues affecting UK waves, oceans and beaches, and those that use them.

Statement of Public Benefit

The Trustees confirm that they have complied with the guidance issued by the
Charity Commission concerning public benefit in relation to the activities Surfers Against Sewage
undertakes.
The work of SAS ensures a safer environment for all those who visit the UK's coastline. Its work has
been a significant factor in improving the cleanliness of coastal and marine environment. This, in
turn, ensures that the marine and coastal environment is better protected for the benefit of current
and future generations. The education programme run by SAS, associated volunteering initiatives,
the research and campaigns it undertakes and publishes are a valuable source of information for the
public. The charity’s mission statement reflects the overarching aim of all SAS activities as being for
the public benefit:
‘Surfers Against Sewage (SAS) is a national marine conservation and campaigning charity that
inspires, unites and empowers communities to take action to protect oceans, beaches, waves
and wildlife.’

This report sets out the successes and achievements of SAS over the past year, highlighting the
scope, impact and range of SAS work protecting our coastal environment for the public benefit. It also
sets out how SAS has achieved these aims for the public benefit.
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Surfers Against Sewage
(SAS) is a national

marine conservation and
campaigning charity that
inspires, unites and

empowers communities
to take action to protect

oceans, beaches, waves
and wildlife.

SAS projects target coastal environmental issues including marine plastic pollution, water quality,
climate change and coastal development.
We aim to create measurable improvements in the state of our oceans, waves and beaches through
changes in public behaviour, government policy and industry practices.
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Our
Achievements
in 2016
19,491 volunteers
at beach cleans
109,101Volunteer
hours contributed
to tackling plastic
pollution
946 Large scale
beach cleans
organised
125 Regional
Leaders Nationwide
Fully trained &
equipped Regional
Reps, permanent
environmental
volunteers leading
communities
nationwide
85% reducation in
plastic bag usage
in supermarkets
thanks to the 5p
plastic bag charge

23 Members of
Parliment as part
of our All
Party Parlimentary
Group.
330 beaches
covered by our
Safer Seas Service
App and online
map in 2016
244,124 Free
real-time quality
alerts issued in
2016
Our environmental
work seen by over
13 million in the
media
£1,077,106
The value to UK
beaches of SAS
volunteering hours
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Beach Cleans &
Community Outreach
Thanks to our incredible community of supporters, 2016 was another highly successful year of impact and influence,
involving the largest number of volunteers the charity has ever mobilised, now one of the biggest networks of coastal
volunteers in the UK. It also saw the continued development and training of our network of permanent Regional Reps,
deliver more beach cleans than ever before, develop and distribute our Beach Clean Box to coastal communities
throughout the UK and most excitingly increase the value of our voluntary network to over £1 million.

19,491 Beach clean volunteers participated with SAS
			
109,101 Volunteer hours contributed worth approximately £1,077,106 to the protection of UK beaches
			946 Beach cleans organised
			125 Expansion of the Regional Reps network from 75 to 125 locations fully represented by SAS’s
			

			

permanent voluntary environmental leaders

64
			
16.7 Tonnes of plastic pollution recycled

			Tonnes of plastic pollution and marine litter removed from our beaches

Our beach clean activities continued to grow at a significant rate, which saw us deliver almost 1,000 community beach
cleans, averaging 2 ½ every day of the year. Our unique and fun way of working with volunteers means that we now
deliver more beach cleans than any other charity in the UK, involve more volunteers across an increasingly wide
demographic, and are widely recognised as one of the leading charities working in Europe in this area.
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Regional Reps
We expanded our network of regional volunteer leaders, our Regional Reps, from 75 to 125. This
means that we now cover 125 coastal locations nationwide with a permanent, trained and equipped
community leader to drive coastal conservation, community engagement, education and campaigns.
Our regional volunteers continue to inspire us with their knowledge, dedication, commitment and
ultimately with the amazing results they are achieving.
Regional Reps in numbers:

125
529
		beach
cleans organised

		coastal & inland locations in the
		UK covered

669

		environmental education talks
		
delivered

5,717

		local community volunteers
		recruited

6

		training events delivered by SAS
		
staff to our network of volunteers

25,000

		community information resources
		distributed
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Education
We were delighted to launch our “Be the Change” education programme in 2016. Developed in
partnership with Clean Cornwall and Cornwall Council we visited 21 schools and spoke to 2,912 school
children across the county. The programme culminated with an event, the “Rubbish Day Out”, held at
the Eden Project in Cornwall, involving hundreds of students.
“Great presentation with A REALLY IMPORTANT MESSAGE. Lots of opportunity for the children
to interact. This is key when working with primary children! Great campaign we look forward to
working with SAS again in the future.” Marazion Primary School.
Nationwide, we delivered hundreds of community presentations and schools talks reaching thousands
of young people and communities.

711

			Environmental education talks delivered at schools,
			
organisations and events nationwide

161

			Schools visited
The continued expansion and growing demand for SAS’s education programme meant that we could
recruit an education officer with the generous support of our funders. This will really help us to expand
our education work in 2017 as we set plans in place for a national education programme with new
partners.
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Beach Clean
Box
We launched the “Beach Clean Box” with our network of regional environmental volunteers. Thanks
to a £100,000 award from players of People’s Postcode Lottery, we were proud to launch these
specially designed beach conservation kits, which include beach clean tools such as; buckets, bin
bags, gloves, litter picker and shovel as well as vital scientific monitoring and education materials.
Beach Clean Boxes are specialist beach protection kits, easy to use they are accessible for all and
available for the whole community to use. Managed by our network of highly trained Regional Reps,
Beach Clean Boxes will be available at 125 coastal locations across the UK for communities to
coordinate group beach cleans, plan local marine conservation campaigns and record the results in
what will help map action and progress at each beach.
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Plastic Pollution
& Deposit
Return Schemes
In 2016 we consulted various community stakeholders regarding our priority campaigns. Marine
plastic pollution was clearly shown to be the biggest concern with the greatest need for action, and
potential to activate impactful projects at all levels moving forward from the community to policy
makers.
We launched our “Message in a Bottle” campaign, calling for the introduction of a Deposit Return
System for plastic bottles and other containers across the UK.
A simple circular economy Deposit Return System could help almost eliminate plastic bottles and
other containers littering our precious blue and green spaces, ensuring they are returned to the
manufacturer for reuse or recycling, protecting our environment and saving a valuable resource.
In the UK we use an estimated 38.5 million plastic bottles and 59 million cans every, with 16 million
being lost to the environment, buried in landfill or burnt in incinerators daily. Recycling rates hover
just above 50% when countries with deposit return systems average a collection rate of PET plastic
bottles of 90%+.

www.messageinabottle.org.uk
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Advocacy and Influence
Our marine conservation All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG), involving 23 Members of Parliament,
continued to provide SAS with an essential platform to raise serious environmental threats and marine
conservation issues directly with politicians and senior civil servants. In 2016, this included focused
discussions on water quality and marine plastic pollution.
23 Members of Parliament involved in our marine conservation All-Party Parliamentary Group
Ocean plastic pollution was a key area of interest for APPG members, with strong support for
developing discussions on deposit return systems and exploring measures and policy that could
prevent plastic from entering the environment.
The Sewage Free Seas petition of 13,000 signatories was delivered to the All Party Parliamentary
Group to urge more restrictions on combined sewer overflow discharges. This resulted in the chair,
Steve Double MP, writing to the Environment Agency on the issue with resulting discharge licenses
being reviewed and amended.
We were invited to contribute our expertise to the government’s developing National Litter Strategy,
joining cross-sectorial meetings
We were one of the founding members of the #BreakFreeFromPlastic movement and the Plastic
Movement Alignment Process, participating in meetings in Brussels.
We were strong proponents of the benefits of EU environmental legislation in the run up to the
European Referendum, discussing these with cross-party politicians and publishing several associated
articles.
Thanks to our advocacy over recent years, 2016 studies showed an 85% reduction in plastic bag
usage since the 5p carrier bag charge introduced, as called for in successful, collaborative Break The
Bag Habit Campaign that brought about the new legislation to drive this impact and benefit for the
environment and resource management. This equated to over 6 billion fewer bags given out during the
first 6 months of the legislation being introduced.
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Water Quality
The bathing water quality results in 2016 were incredibly positive. The dry summer coupled with
infrastructure investment means that 2016 saw widespread ‘Excellent’ bathing water results. This
pointed, in part, to the success of Surfers Against Sewage’s campaigns, advocacy and media work
over the past decade, calling for cleaner bathing waters through an enhanced and improved Bathing
Water Directive designed to better protect beachgoers and recreational water users.
We continued to provide free, real time water quality alerts through our Safer Seas Service to provide
important health and safety information for all water users.
Safer Seas Service in Numbers

330 Beaches covered by our Safer Seas Service App and online map in 2016
		Registered
users
19,000
		Unique
visits to the Safer Seas Service App
329,185
		Reduced
water quality alerts issued in 2016
244,124

		

For full details across all Surfers Against Sewage projects undertaken in 2016,
please visit www.sas.org.uk

Organisational
In 2016, we developed a strategic plan in consultation with staff, trustees, regional reps, members,
funders and experienced external facilitators.
The aim was to set a clear 5 year strategy (2017 – 2022) for the charity, setting out our new priority
issues, projects and campaigns.
After a extended period of growth, the new strategy will help inspire & attract the necessary support to
further expand our work and deliver increased sustainability and impact for our work with communities
to protect oceans, waves, beaches and wildlife.

SAS Intellectual Property
The following Trade Marks were registered in 2016.

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered

Registered
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Media, Social Media
& Marketing
We continue to engage and educate the public through our website, working with the press and
through our social media channels. Despite being a small team and not having a dedicated press
officer we still manage to reach millions of people with our work which helps us to attract more
volunteers and raise awareness about our work and the issues we work on. One of the highlights this
year was our beach cleans appearing on BBC The One Show.
		SAS Facebook page – 106,000
SAS website www.sas.org.uk – 30,000 unique users per month.
		SAS E-Newsletter subscribers – approximately 83,000 subscribers
		Twitter – 24,300 followers
		Instagram – 33,600 followers
SAS Pipeline quarterly magazine – approximately 22,500 readership
		Our environmental work was seen by over 13 million individuals through the media
In 2016, SAS continued to produce & distribute its membership magazine, Pipeline, covering project
updates and other exclusive information for SAS members. This is the main method of reporting
progress to all stakeholders alongside the charity’s extensive digital reach.
Surfers Against Sewage continued to attract significant media coverage for its campaigns in national
print and broadcast press, regional media and water sports media reaching over 13 million
people in 2016.
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Our plans
for 2017
Launch Plastic Free Coastlines lead campaign.
25,000 volunteers
175 Regional Reps
1500 large scale beach cleans
10 million minutes of volunteering time
250,000 signatures for the Message In A Bottle Campaign
Plastic Free Parliment
Plastic Free Schools
Expand the Safer Seas Service more beaches & inland bathing waters
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Future Activity and Plans
for 2017
In 2016 we developed a new strategic plan in consultation with Surfers Against Sewage staff,
trustees, regional reps, members and experienced external facilitators.
Since 2008, Surfers Against Sewage has seen a sustained period of development, growth and
impact, which has galvanised its position as one of the UK’s most effective marine conservation
& campaigning charities. This period has also seen the full transition of the organisation from a
single-issue campaign group to a national marine conservation charity with extensive national and
international reach. During this period, environmental issues and corresponding opportunities to
create engaging and impactful campaigns has also changed.
In 2016, trustees, staff and external stakeholders met to review current organisational priorities,
strategic goals, future opportunities and external factors influencing the charity. This was supported
by external organisational development professionals. The long term strategy and priorities of the
organisation were also discussed comprehensively through trustee meetings, planning sessions,
external stakeholder consultation and the executive SAS team.
The process was informed through consultation with members and supporters, to help us develop
an inclusive strategic plan through which we can build an even more effective, comprehensive and
sustainable charity and community movement to protect our coastlines.
The aim is to set a clear long-term goal for the charity, to clearly express and tackle emerging
marine conservation issues that unite us as an organisation and help us build a bigger movement for
positive change.
The process clearly identified that the plastic pollution crisis in our oceans offers Surfers Against
Sewage the biggest opportunity to continue to grow our work and impact. Over the past decade, we
have also built one of the strongest national movements on marine litter and plastic pollution, from
beach cleans to lobbying, which we can now expand to achieve more impact for the benefit of our
coastline.
Whilst we have delivered multiple successes and distinct progress on improving recreational water
quality in the UK over the last 26 years, the threat and severity of the plastic pollution crisis now far

surpasses the residual work remaining on water quality. We will continue to work on a broad range
of issues including water quality, climate change, marine protected areas, coastal development
and human health issues, but will focus on a clearly defined priority campaign entitled Plastic Free
Coastlines involving a range of delivery projects, campaigns and tactics over the coming 3-5 years.
Plastic Free Coastlines will help enable Surfers Against Sewage to successfully deliver the next
stages of growth and impact, and will help demonstrate to our partners and supporters a clear
pathway to delivering our aims, building on our successful track record.
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Surfers Against Sewage has some clear aims for 2017 including:

Marine Plastic Pollution

Create a clear new focus through Plastic Free Coastlines project work and campaigning
Develop a new Plastic Free Coastlines community toolkit focused on tackling throw away plastic
culture and single-use plastics, to engage, mobilize and unite communities in tackling their collective
plastic footprint.
Launch a major new campaign creative on single-use plastics, entitled Wasteland.
Continue to develop our beach clean community movement to involve up to 25,000 volunteers in 2017
Expand our Beach Clean Box community resource network to 150 locations
Recruit, train and resource a further 50 Regional Reps nationwide, whilst continuing to develop,
support, resource and activate the existing network.

Deliver up to 1,500 significant organized community beach cleans nationwide, including through our
Big Spring Beach Clean and Autumn Beach Clean Series.
Providing the support and materials for our supporters to organise their own beach 		
cleans year-round including small scale individual cleans through the #MiniBeachClean initiative.
Launch Plastic Free Parliament to encourage civic participation and citizen lobbying, to build a
movement calling for MPs to reduce and remove avoidable single-use plastics in Parliament.
Continue to build our community movement calling for deposit return schemes through the Message
In A Bottle petition and explore moving it to a new platform such as 38 Degrees to reach a wider
audience.
Continue to develop and build our work on plastic pollution through existing community activations
including Mermaid’s Tears, Break The Bag Habit, Beat The Microbead (Success story, Return To
Offender and other existing SAS and collaborative projects.
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Continue to grow our single-use plastic advocacy and influence through the All Party Parliamentary
Group, the National Litter Strategy, the Break Free From Plastic Movement and other platforms and
collaborations.
Investigate opportunities to extend our research and primary evidence around plastic, oceans and
human health.
Engage more citizen scientists - Monitoring levels and types of plastic pollution as part of SAS
community beach cleans to contribute to identifying industry solutions and supporting calls for new
government policy and legislation.
Amplify our call for a 50% reduction of UK beach litter and plastic pollution by 2022 and building the
road map of activity to help achieve this.
Collaborating on new marine litter initiatives to prevent the flow of litter to the marine environment,
focusing on the circular economy and seeing marine litter as a resource rather than waste.
Continued promotion of the SAS Marine Litter Report – a five-year plan to reduce marine litter by 50%
by 2020.
Raising the profile of SAS plastic pollution activities amongst politicians, specifically through the POW
All Party Parliamentary Group, and aim to better influence and inform government to tackle the marine
litter crisis through policies and tangible action.
Aiming to participate further in key marine litter strategy meetings (political, academic and industry) at
UK and international level to influence government and industry policy on marine litter.
Encouraging business to reduce packaging, increase messaging to reduce littering, select less
harmful packaging options and support grassroots environmental activities protecting waves, oceans
and beaches.
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Water Quality
We will better promote the positive progress our campaigns have helped deliver in improving water
quality nationwide. The last 25 years has seen a dramatic improvement in coastal water quality thanks
to highly effective EU legislation (Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive, Water Framework Directive,
Bathing Water Directive) and some strong campings from organisations including SAS.
In 2016, 98.5% of England's bathing waters passed the commission's minimum standards, compared
to only 27% in 1990. Surfers Against Sewage is widely recognised for being one of the stakeholders
that helped achieve this.
In 2017, we will explore the possible expansion of the the Safer Seas Service to protect recreational
water users at even more popular beaches, surf spots and safe inland bathing zones nationwide.
We will continue to provide free push messaging, real time mapping and email notifications through the
safer Seas Service to alert subscribers to short-term pollution incidents arising from combined sewer
overflows.
We will continue to lobby water companies and the UK government on water quality issues and
participate in meetings where necessary and constructive.
We will continue to raise the awareness of the need to protect and continually strive to improve water
quality where needed, particularly in the wake of Brexit, which may threaten to reverse some of the
progress we have helped deliver in the last 25 years.

We will build new discussions with water companies to ensure the Safer Seas Service can become a
sustainable and increasingly impactful project over the next five years to cover all UK bathing waters
and some inland sites where safe and achievable.
We will continue to build the evidence base, both health-related and environmental, on water quality
campaigns and initiatives.

Protect Our Waves
Working with other leading global NGO’s we will develop plans for the Global Wave Conference 2018.
We will expand our work on Marine Protected Areas through the Protect Our Waves APPG in
discussion and collaboration with partner NGOs and charities.
We will seek funding to further develop our APPG and open up the group to other NGOs and charities
where possible to increase impact.
We will increase the evidence base, both economic and environmental, to support the promotion and
protection of UK surf spots and coastal recreational zones.
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Community Engagement,
Outreach, Volunteering &
Education
We will expand our network of SAS Regional Reps to 175 individuals leading strong and engaged
communities.
We will deliver a minimum of 100,000 volunteer hours to protect UK beaches.
We will train, resource and mobilise the Regional Reps to help us deliver projects nationwide.
We will create volunteering roles to help support plastic pollution campaigns, citizen science initiatives
and health studies.
We will continue to attract a high level of media profile for the charity and its issues.
We will develop a new high profile flagship advertising campaign through the pro-bono support of M&C
Saatchi to support ongoing and building environmental initiatives nationwide.
We will redevelop our supporter management systems and website, to maximise opportunities for
campaign engagement, volunteering, membership recruitment, fundraising, merchandise sales and
other areas important to SAS’s on-going charitable mission and impact.

Fundraising
SAS membership has seen sustained growth since 2014. We need to continue investing in
membership to ensure that we can sustain this growth providing essential unrestricted income for the
charity.
SAS Corporate support. The introduction of our business 250 Club membership has been very
successful, we will continue to build on this.
SAS Merchandise. We have grown our merchandise income stream by 35% since 2015. We will
continue to maintain growth of the SAS shop through developing our retail presence at Wheal Kitty,
through social media, traditional and new marketing methods.
Database. SAS’s current database has served us well but we now need to take the next step in data
management and invest in a bespoke charity CRM database. We communicate with hundreds of
thousands of people every year and by better managing this data will enhance all areas of SAS’s work,
from fundraising to volunteer management and campaigns delivery.
SAS Website we will invest in our website so that it better reflects our work as a charity and provides
compelling reasons for people to support out work and participate in our growing volunteering
programmes.
Connecting to our supporters. The success of the Kurt Jackson event highlighted the need to
organise more events for our members. We will organise 4 events in 2017 to give our supporters the
opportunity to meet the team and hear about our work first hand.
We have put plans in place to ensure the organisation is ready for the upcoming General Data
Protection Regulation in May, 2018. We will be conducting an audit of all personal data we hold,
procedures for processing data, subject access requests. We will also be appointing a Data Protection
Officer to work on a part time basis.
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Financial Review
During the year the Charity raised £1,009,846 from general public, government agencies, corporate and charitable trust
donations and corporate sponsorship to carry out the programmes and projects mentioned in the above report. £949,406
was expanded during the current year.
As shown in the restricted funds column in the Statement of Financial Activities, £541,447 of income was restricted for
specific projects and the expenditure on those projects was £512,816. SAS is dependent upon securing unrestricted
funding, the major source of this being membership subscriptions.
£468,399 was raised with no restrictions through fund-raising activities and donations. Unrestriced charitable expenditure
of £436,590 was used to deliver unrestricted projects as detailed in note 11 to the financial statements.
Our thanks to all who gave their time and money to SAS during the year.

Investment Policy

The investment policy is to hold investments in low risk interest bearing cash deposits, having regard to both the liquidity
requirements of the charity and the interest rates available.

Reserves Policy
The reserves are required to meet the working capital requirements of the charity and to allow continued funding of a
project in the event of funding not being immediately available, until further funding can be sourced.
The Trustees aim to hold general reserves, excluding those represented by fixed assets and specific designated funds,
sufficient to cover three months’ operating costs. Income and expenditure streams are forecast through annual budgets
and carefully monitored through monthly management accounts. Budgeted expenditure for 2017 is around £1,000,000,
because of this increase in expenditure and the continued growth of the charity, Trustees believe that Charity reserves of
£223,353 need to be increased to £300,000 by 2020.

Risk Management
The Trustees’ have conducted a review of the major risks to which the charitable company is exposed. A risk register
has been established to mitigate the risks the charitable company faces. Internal control risks are minimised by the
implementation of procedures for authorization of all transactions and projects. Procedures are in place to ensure
compliance with health and safety of staff, volunteers, clients and visitors to the charitable company. These procedures
are periodically reviewed to ensure that they continue to meet the needs of the charitable company.
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Trustees’ responsibilities
in relation the financial
statements.
The charity trustees (who are also the directors of the Charitable Company for the purposes of company law) are
responsible for preparing a trustees’ annual report and financial statements in accordance with applicable law and United
Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).
Charity law requires the charity trustees to prepare financial statements for each year which give a true and fair view of
that state of affairs of the charitable company and of the incoming resources and application of resources, including the
income and expenditure, of the charitable company for that period. In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are
required to:
· Select suitable accounting policies and the apply them consistently;
· Observe the methods and principles in the Charities SORP;
· Make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
· State whether applicable UK accounting standards have been followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the financial statements;
· Prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the charity will
continue in business.
The trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any
time the financial position of the charity and to enable them to ensure that the financial statements company with the
Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charity and hence taking reasonable
steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
The trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial information included on the
charitable company’s website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.
Statement as to disclosure to our auditors
In so far as the trustees are aware at the time of approving our trustees’ annual report:

· There is no relevant information, being information needed by the auditor in connection with preparing their report, of
which the auditor is unaware, and

· The trustees, having made enquiries of fellow directors and the auditors that they ought to have individually taken, have
each taken all steps that he/she is obliged to take as a director in order to make themselves aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the auditor is aware of that information.
By order of the board of trustees
Signed ……………………
Date ……………………..
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Income

Expenditure

Financial Instruments

The charitable company only has financial assets and financial liabilities of a kind that qualify as basic financial instruments. Basic financial
instruments are initially recognised at transaction value and subsequently measured at their settlement value.
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Just Kampers, First Wave Adventures, Lizard Adventure Ltd, Solverboard, Coastal Spirit, Watergate Bay Hotel, Mylor Sailing School,
Deimos Aircooled, Stay In Cornwall, Holidaycottages.co.uk, Falmouth Lodge Backpackers, West Wight Holidays, Sundried, Ninham Country
Holidays, allSisters, Principality Building Society, My Claim Solved, Adventureline Walking Holidays, Surf Snowdonia, Marsdens Devon
Cottages, Esme Wellbeing, Whale of a Time Clothing, Fourth Element, Crossways General Store, Hypr Nalu, CBSVL, Mungo's Hastings,
Helping Hand Environmental, Adventure South, OSBK, Dor & Tan, Buff, Crantock Bay, Ashley House Printing Company, St Georges Country
House Hotel, Northcore, Bridge Bike Hire, Whitby & Co, Escape Surf School, Wholegrain Digital, EcoStardust, Kernow Fires, Stitches +
Steel, Christian Surfers UK, SW1 Productions, Elite Automotive, Gypsy Pirates.
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